
Report on Co-op Building Survey 

 

Bùth Bharraigh carried out a survey to gauge community views as to what should happen with the Old Co-

op building. 

 

Method 

 

Please see attached for a copy of the survey. 

 

The survey was put on Survey monkey, in the Guth Bharraidh and there were also copies in the Bùth for 

people to complete.  The survey was also advertised on the Bùth and Isle of Barra pages on Facebook and 

Twitter.  The survey ran from 21st August to 7th of September 2015.   

 

Results 

 

A total of 227 surveys were returned.  There were 5 incomplete – all on survey monkey. 

 

Of the 222 that were returned 182 were in favour of the Buth being given an option to buy the building, 31 

thought CNES should go ahead with their plans to demolish and 9 had written other options.  The other 

options or comments were: 

• Propose CnES (or an intermediate body) continue to own the building, Buth Bharraigh rents it at a 
reasonable rate so maintenance costs etc do not fall entirely on the local producers 

• Have shopped in Buth Bharraigh and used its wifi facility and would be very disappointed as a regular 
visitor to the island to see it demolished which seems to me a very narrow minded way forward! 

• Buth Bharraigh has become a notable local shop in a short space of time as it sells many items that 
are not available anywhere else on the island. For example, specialist food products and a fantastic 
range of children's books. 

• Locals and visitors alike should promote local business and support any way they can !! I do so every 
time I come to Barra .. 

• CNES should gift the old Co-op to Buth Bharraigh 

• It should be sold on the open market or demolished 

• a place for barra atlantic to sell their goods. 

• Just let them have it 

 
65% of the people that completed the questionnaire came from Barra or Vatersay, 3% from elsewhere in 
the Outer Hebrides, 29% from rest of UK and 2% from another country. 
 
Please see the graph below for how the results were distributed among the categories. 
 

 
 

Of the respondents 83% had used the shop in the past 3 months.  

 

For other comments please see appendix B 
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Conclusion 

It is clear that there is support for the Bùth from people who have visited the island, used the shop and 

facilities.  But more importantly there is support locally – Over 80% of the people from Barra and Vatersay 

that responded to the questionnaire were in favour of the Buth continuing to use the building. 

 

  



Appendix A: Survey 

 

 



Appendix Bi: Comments is support of Buth Bharraigh 

 

Let them buy it! 

The Buth is a very valuable asset to Barra & Vatersay and was long needed. 

love the Barra shop thanks guys for all your hard work x 

We visited from Nova Scotia last mth. I think it would be a shame to demolish the building, especially since there is someone willing 
and able to buy it. We looked forward to our visits every morning. ?? 

A fantastic shop for the island, also the tourists we need to keep this shop for the island and showcase the talent that is here on our 
island of barra please save buth bharraigh need the island to get behind this. 

it's great to see the building having a useful and productive purpose again 

I love visiting this shop and I think it is vital to the survival of locals being able to earn a living 

best of luck to the Buth Bharraigh 

Great shop and vital to ensure both locals and visitors can access local produce, arts and crafts. This will contribute to the local 
economy and to the wider Outer Hebrides economy. A great one stop shop for everything local - every island should have one! 

It makes no sense at all to leave the building there for years and then demolish it as soon as it becomes a successful enterprise. 

Buth Bharraidh is doing a great job, always visit when on Barra 

I always visit regularly when I am on Barra and think it has become a valuable centre. I am sure visitors would donate to help with 
the purchase. 

A great addition to local shopping! 

Burn Bharraigh this is a valuable community asset. the old COOP building provides a good central location from which to operate, as 
is evidenced by year on year growth in sales. I believe the sale of the building to Buth Bharraigh would be a positive move for both 
The Buth and the community. 

Circumstances have clearly changed from the time of the original survey, it would be a great shame to demolish the building and 
deprive the island and it's visitors of a great resource. If anything I would suggest refurbishing the building. 

I was glad last few times I was home to see a community shop using the building. The only problem I can think of is more to do with 
road safety. However this has always been a problem not just for this building, but the Castlebay Hotel & Bar too! 

This is a great shop for both community and visitors to Barra.It would be a huge loss now were it to close. 

An excellent resource to the community. 

It is essential to the community of Barra to retain this vital resource. 

It is great for tourists and locals alike. I plan to visit again and would love to find this lovely and central community hub with fantastic 
local product again. 

It is the only place on the Island to buy hand made gifts etc, 

The Buth is a tourist attraction and brings people and locals into Castlebay 

Buth Bharraigh has become an extremely important part of the local community and is well placed within the old co-op as it 
enhances the meagre shopping experience available in the old centre of castlebay 

The Buth is a very welcome addition to the island and should be supported to thrive in it's current location. 

Parking is a huge issue. I have rarely been to this Buth, but went almost daily to the site at the coop 

It is vital that Buth Bharraigh remain in the centre of Castlebay where it can serve the eds of tourists (an important source of revenue 
for producers) 

From what I see, Buth Bharraigh greatly contributes to the sustainability of the island. It provides jobs for local people and also 
provides an outlet for local people to sell their locally grown foods and hand made quality items providing extra income for families in 
a area notorious for fuel poverty. There is a feel good factor around Bugh Bharraigh which the tourists particularly enjoy and as a 
large area of income for the locality is tourist based this is a huge asset. I have no doubt that Bugh Bharraigh will continue to grow 
and develop and as such will continue to be the positive feature on our landscape it already is. 

The Buth Bharraigh shop is a wonderful part of the community and should be allowed to flourish. It is also great for tourism and the 
local community. 

Having lived in Barra all my life when l moved five years ago shops were closing down so sad to see it has been fantastic to see the 
community come together to get Buth Bharraigh up and running fantastic place to get local produce and a wee cuppa and cake 
would be sad to see it go 



The Buth is a real asset for the local community & visitors alike. The current premises are central, therefore easy for visitors to find. I 
wish the suppliers & volunteers every continued success with the venture. 

Surely this is a no-brainer - the council can use the funds needed to demolish for supplying services to the community rather than 
depriving them of a popular facility. The shop also provides one part time job for a local young person. 

I like having the opportunity to buy locally produce items. 

keep on fighting ,to keep it Standing. 

The Old Coop is a very ugly building. It might be a good idea to put forward proposals on how the Buth would be enhanced. 
Alternatively, push for a bespoke building. Good Luck it is a great asset 

The Buth has been an amazing and successful enterprise encouraging community involvement. Enable producers to showcase their 
produce to other locals and visitors alike. Long may it continue. 

Great local asset, creating income and jobs 

The Búth Bharraigh is a great contribution to the Barra community and should be supported!!! 

having visited Barra 3 times in the last 3 years, the community building has been extremely useful for me to buy local produce and 
access wifi. 

Love the Lobsters in the tank :) 

CNeS should focus on addressing the chronic shortage of both business and residential property on the island, not demolishing 
what little there is 

Fantastic to see this central location being used for a community hub, and it would be even better to see it being refurbished for the 
lovely Buth Bharraigh produce. 

This is an excellent facility, very useful for visitors to Barra. We have used it since its introduction and the way it has developed is 
superb and an example for other community groups to follow 

This previously empty building has been turned into a valuable asset by Buth Bharraidh, for both islanders and visitors, and needs to 
be retained for the Barra community. It appears well supported whenever I have been there. Questions should also be asked about 
what the Comhairle would plan to do with the land if the building were to be demolished. 

My wife and I jointly own and run a registered business. We launched the company on the assumption that Buth Bharraigh would be 
a major outlet for our products, and so it has proved.  Our company's development is totally dependent on Buth Bharraigh's 
economic wellbeing, which means its continuing in its present premises. We are appalled that the Western Isles Council should be 
threatening to demolish the premises, a move which will kill a thriving community social enterprise and, very probably, our company 
with it. 

shop looks shabby & grey - on the inside & out. Needs a more professional look. But good luck its a worthwhile project thats going to 
work 

It is an ideal use for this building as the position is advantageous for the Buth, for residents and visitors alike. The Buth is a great 
idea for community enterprise and needs a chance to blossom and grow. 

Buth Bharraigh contributes highly to the local economy of the islands of Vatersay and Barra. Those who work there have done an 
outstanding job of refurbishing the place thus far. I used to work in the same building when it was the local co -op. Then it was an 
ugly local eye sore both inside and out. The Buth Bharraigh team have worked wonders to create a wonderful community shop thats 
warm and welcoming. It would be a great shame to lose this vital community asset. 

CnES have a duty to listen to the views of the Community and to encourage this kind of project - they would be mad to demolish the 
building. Buth Bharraigh have already created a fantastic community hub at the old Coop and could easily raise funds to renovate 
and improve the building and the facility it provides to local producers and community as a whole. CnES also should be encouraging 
tourism and the tourist economy - both well served by Buth Bharraigh 

Buth Bharraigh is exactly the kind of thing an island community needs.  The excellent range of local and food products, the 
availability of the internet and the sociability + information available are all a great asset to Barra + Vatersay.  The present position in 
the centre of Castlebay is ideal for locals and holiday makers.  It would be terrible to lose the Buth. 

Buth Bharraigh JOBS + work if you want to sell produce as there is no other jobs on the Island. 

This business is an asset to Castlebay and should be supported + not rendered premiseless! 

Whilst on holiday we have visited here 4 or 5 times for food, wifi, coffee, a place to rest.  The local produce on offer has been varied 
and interesting and would be missed by tourists. 

An excellent facility for locals and visitors. 

Buth Bharraigh is a great Asset to this community.  Good quality items & foods which are not found elsewhere locally 

It is madness to knock down this building when Buth Bharraigh have created this amazingly great business.  Please do not 
reallocate this superb business down near the new coop.  This thriving, vital, place brings much needed business to the street part 
of Castlebay.  Be sensible leave this great business here. Buth Bharraigh deserves your support. 



This place is a small treasure.  Support + nurture it.  A haven.  Thanks. 

Invaluable asset(?) to the community.  Hold onto it. 

An excellent multi use space for the community - locals & travelling.  This is a project/shop/place I enjoy using, to not only buy but 
meet people and find out what's happening within Castlebay & wider Barra.  The sustainability of this project is high but it needs 
continuity of space.  Thanks for all the tea, date slice and recipe ideas. 

It is community enterprises like this one which support and unites both small communities and producers - who otherwise would 
struggle to survive & thrive. 

As visitors we came to Barra 3 years ago - it seemed more vibrant then - so to further increase this lack of vibrancy by knocking 
down this "local" shop seems as act of folly.  Visitors come to see a local community and this building reflects the community - save 
it! 

The shop meets many of the Scottish Governments Rural development priorities.  What a fantastic achievement by the Barra 
Community - good luck, well done. 

You can't tell a book by its cover.  Aladdin’s cave. 

It is a valuable asset to Barra, especially for local produce and the variety of other goods not available in the Co-op 

we need the shop for tourism and locals 

Much needed in Barra 

The Buth is a wonderful asset to the community and I hope that it it's occupancy of the old co-op building will be able to continue 

The Buth has been a breath of fresh air! The concept of a co-operative is such a positive thing for the community; promoting hard 
work, enterprise, creativity and local talent.  The council should be behind it and support it….. (maybe helping providing adequate 
parking facilities would be a good start!) 

The Buth Bharraigh is a wonderful asset to the community and it would be terribly sad to see the building demolished.  It would 
completely defy common sence to go ahead with this plan.  A huge amount of community time and energy has gone into making this 
shop into the thriving business it is.  Please allow them to continue to use this building. 

 

  



Appendix Bii: Comments in support of Demolition 
 

 Probably the most awful building in Castlebay and would never get planning permission today. No car park, regularly blocks 

access to neighbour's property, positively hazardous exiting Castlebay Hotel car park onto main A888. Selling products that often 

have little or no connection to island and are available at retail outlets locally that have never received grant assistance. Blot on the 

landscape that would not be missed if it were to be removed. Castlebay is slowly regenerating without public money and the 

removal of this eyesore would be a significant step forward. New units being constructed at 'Industrial Site' near current Co-op 

would be a far more suitable venue for such a facility. The comment that there is no guarantee of premises by CNES is strange. 

This project will compete for premises with others - none can or should have guarantees and will be judged on their respective 

values to the community. 

 

Erect new building with proper safer parking . 

The building is an eyesore and the lack of safe parking makes it a danger for customers and road users alike. 

TAKING CUSTOM FROM MANY OTHER OUTLETS UNDER THE PRETENCE OF BEING A LOCAL PRODUCE SHOP FOR 
LOCALS- LOCAL PRODUCE IS LIMITED AND HOURS WILL DECREASE IN WINTER SO LOCALS ARE NOT CATERED FOR 

Its an eyesore. 

It is a glorified shop only tourists can afford 

The Buth IS NOT a 'community hub'! 

The community decided to demolish it as it is awful and time to clean up Barra. Buth Bharraigh should stop trying to put other TAX 
PAYING self employed people out of business. This is not a local shop. Its is full of stuff bought in. Demolish the coop the council 
should go ahead with theyr plans. 

The building creates a blind spot at a dangerous uphill corner. The building is also an eyesore, not in keeping with the surrounding 
buildings. Only tourists can afford the highly inflated prices. 

car parking is unsafe 

Buth Bharraigh can continue not in current location 

 

 

Appendix Biii: Comments linked to the “other” options 

 
If an independent survey of the building has not been done, do so immediately. The decision to demolish may be the most cost 
effective. 

The sight is an eye sore, demolishing the building would be my preference. In light of this, perhaps Buth Bharraigh could consider 
purchasing the old surgery. A beautiful building going to wreak and ruin. 

Buth Bharraigh is a considerable social and economic asset to Barra and Scotland. it is an example of promoting Scottish industry 
and to this end CNES should be doing everything in it's power to support the Buth. 

Cut it down in size. 

A great shop to come to.  Thank you 

 

 


